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Mr Warrington’s
Choices
KS3 Choice (Y7-9)
My Spy on Amazon Prime
The big guy/smart-alec kid dynamic
has been done to death but Dave
Bautista has a good crack on this
Amazon exclusive. Look out for:
Kristen Schaal’s brilliant nervous
tech advisor.

KS4 Choice (Y10-11)
Free Fire on Amazon Prime
A meeting in a warehouse, an arms
deal that goes wrong, a sensational
cast and some excellent crawling.
Seriously. Look out for: Sharlto
Copley’s crazed performance.

KS5 Choice (Y12-13)
Bram Stoker’s Dracula on Netflix

Nostalgia
Mr M-M has gone full on expressing how he feels about
Hamilton and who can blame him? So he’s only got the one
recommendation for you - but you should definitely pay
attention to what he says. I’ve gone the other way and
recommended three completely diﬀerent films. A slightly
daft comedy, a whipsmart gunfight in a warehouse and a
flawed but stunning vision of one of the greatest horror
novels ever. Enjoy.
Mr Warrington.

Criticised for not sticking closely to
the source despite the title and
Keanu’s wayward accent this film has
so much to offer: full Grand Guignol
horror, Eiko Ishioka’s astonishing
costumes, overblown performances
and stunning visuals. This is a film
that looks like an epic vision of a
story. Look out for: Gary Oldman’s
blood licking cross impaling Knight
Dracula.
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Mr Moreno-Melgar’s
Choices
Hamilton on Disney+
A brief note: Disney+ has a free 7 day
trial available if you’re not subscribed.
Hamilton is a musical that focuses on
the real-life American ‘founding father’
Alexander Hamilton. As a teenager he
emigrated to America in 1772, seeking
a better way of life after living in as an
orphan in poverty in the Caribbean. He
changed the USA, and arguably the
world, forever.
Written by Lin-Manuel Miranda, the
story of Hamilton’s genuinely
remarkable life full of astonishing
achievements, is full of memorable,
funny, clever songs that are layered with
meaning and intertwining with
recurring themes and motifs. Hamilton
the musical, much like the iconoclast
that he was as a person, is not like other
musicals. Instead of classic show tunes
or actors having lines, the characters
rap whilst fighting, and interchange
lines through complex songs that
reference directly or draw influence
from, Biggie Smalls, Mobb Deep,
Beyoncé, The Beastie Boys and dozens
more. Political debates are staged as
rap battles and duets are often
performed in the style RnB songs
between lovers. This might sound dated
and forced but it absolutely works. The
setting of New York, the period of the
American Civil war and the characters
of immigrants, political schemers and
born leaders all lend themselves
perfectly to the style and the songs are
so entertaining and densely informative
that it all combines to create a
genuinely magnificent experience.
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YouTube Channels
Is anyone above shameless self-promotion? For the second
week in a row we’re leaning in to the positive aﬃrmation of
our own work.
CinemaSlice is hosted by Mr W - that’s me. It’s a
combination of Film Studies lessons/advice for the exam
courses and films that I like and think there’s something
interesting to say about them. Have a look, see what you
think.
What is going on with the seatbelts in Jurassic Park?
Why Tremors is perfectly structured.
How Wall Street builds the aesthetics of greed.

With theatres currently shut and this
original cast no longer performing, this
is a privileged opportunity to see a
masterpiece at home, over and over
again.
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